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For the price of a quad bike Heat is on at the field days 

the sulphur liked the new tractor, machinery to inspect, including 
particularly the way in which its the new John Deere 9RX tractor, 

The Beukes brothers, based at small size fitted down the rows officially launched to the Aus-
De Doorns in the Western Cape, without damaging the vulnerable tralian market at the Horsham 
were certain that smaller trac- grapes and its manoeuvrability event. The John Deere 9570RX 
tors could do the work in their at the row ends. will cost close to AUS$650,000 
vineyards with significantly less The next test was hauling a full including tax, while the same hp 
fuel than the tractors they were load of grapes in soft sand. The Deere on wheels will cost about 
currently using. Pieter Beukes tractor easily handled this when $124,000 less. When it comes to 
approached all the tractor agen- four-wheel drive was engaged. articulated, tracked tractors in 
cies in the area and asked them Two days later the Beukes broth- JO's 957DRX was at the recent Australia, the market is dominat-
to show him what they had. ers bought six of the small Kubo- Wimmera Machinery Field Days. ed by Case IH with its Quadtrac, 
He says that when the Kubota tas. In addition to fuel savings, so the green machine will have 

containment of damage to the The open ing event of the autumn its work cut out to win sales. 
crop is also important: during broadacre Australian field days The RX John Deere is available 
the season low hanging bunches suffered at the hands of a major in four models: 9470RX (470hp), 
of grapes wou ld get damaged by heat wave. The annual Wimmera 9520RX~19hp~9570RX~70h~ 

the larger tractors. This doesn't Machinery Field Days (WM FD). and 9620RX (620hp). In the four-
happen with the Kubotas. a three-day event held at Hor- model line-up the two smaller 
It was thought that using the sham in the Victorian Wimmera, 9RXs have Deere engines while 
82420 for spraying would be a saw temperatures climb above the two bigger models rely on a 

Kubota's 82420 tractor tows a challenge, as this meant finding 30T Cummins power plant. 
sprayer through a uineyard. a sprayer that could be towed In fact the first week of March The 9570RX unit at the Horsham 

and driven by the 24hp tractor. had many parts of northern Vic- event was fitted with 30in tracks, 
people arrived on the farm with After months of research they toria and the southern Riverina made by Camoplast in partner-
the 82420 he thought they were found a sprayer in the Martig- in New South Wales post seven ship with John Deere. A narrow-
bringing a toy for his kids. nani series that would work. consecutive days with maxim- er track for row crop work is be-
"I hitched it to my biggest grape Several adjustments had to be ums of 3TC+. And many towns ing developed and there are also 
trailer and towed the loaded out- made but, with the support of recorded their warmest March wider 762mm and 914mm opt-
fit from the river at the bottom the local Kubota team and Mr days on record. ions available. 
of the farm to the shed at the top Martignani, the tests went well. Despite the extremely hot start Other broadacre gear of interest 
and only had to shift down when Farm manager Jaco Lotter says: to March, the Bureau of Meteor- at the WMFD included two large 
we got to the last hill before the "It is all about technology and ology has predicted above aver- mother bins, displayed by CSW 
shed," he explains. power being utilised in the right age rainfall for south east Aus- and Finch. The Finch had a cap-
The Kubota 82420 stayed on his place. The sprayer firm adjusted tralia in the March-May period. acity of 130t and featured a hyd-
farm for further assessment. The the pulley sizes to achieve the The oppressive heat certainly raulic fold-up wheel mechanism, 
first task was with the sulphur same wind speed from the blow- kept a few away from WMFD, whereas the CSW bin boasted a 
duster for controlling powdery ers with a lower tractor power where numbers were low, but massive 150t capacity, complete 
mildew. The operator applying requ irement." there was plenty of shiny new with folding lid. 
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